Motion-onset related components in averaged whole head co-recorded MEG and EEG responses of 24 adults to a low-contrast checkerboard pattern were studied. The aims were to identify these components, to characterize quantitatively their maps and to localize the underlying sources by equivalent-current-dipole (ECD) analyses with a spherical head model.
1. Introduction
Processing of motion in the human cerebral cortex
Responses evoked by the motion of periodic visual patterns have been studied for a few decades (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992 ; Kubov a a, Kuba, Spekreijse, & Blakemore, 1995; Spekreijse, Dagnelie, Maier, & Regan, 1985) . Quantitative analysis of visual evoked activity was formerly limited to responses obtained by a small number (1-12) of electrodes (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1997; ffytche, Guy, & Zeki, 1995; G€ o opfert, Krug, & Orban, 1991; Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992; Kubov a a et al., 1995; Manning, Finlay, & Fenelon, 1988; Markwardt, G€ o opfert, & M€ u uller, 1988; Patzwahl, Zanker, & Atenm€ u uller, 1994; Spekreijse et al., 1985) . In contrast to a multichannel whole head approach, with a small number of channels one might miss significant activity. Later analyses were based on EEG mapping (HollantsGilhuijs, Munck de, Kubov a a, Royen van, Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999; Probst, Plendl, Paulus, Wist, & Scherg, 1993) and some papers addressed source localization by dipole analysis (Hollants-Gilhuijs et al., 2000; Probst et al., 1993) . On the basis of EP-mapping or dipole analysis, V5 was frequently mentioned as one of the sources of activity (ffytche et al., 1995; Hollants-Gilhuijs et al., 2000; Probst et al., 1993; Schlykowa, Dijk van, & Ehrenstein, 1993) . Also V1/V2 (Bach & Ullrich, 1997; ffytche et al., 1995; HollantsGilhuijs et al., 2000; Schlykowa et al., 1993) was often suggested as a source. The activity of this source has a shorter latency than that of V5. In EP literature V3(A) was not suggested as an area of processing visual motion.
More recently, MEG recordings to motion developed from a small (for example Anderson, Holliday, Singh, & Harding, 1996; ffytche et al., 1995) to a large number of concentrically arranged sensors (Bundo et al., 2000; Kawakami, Kaneoke, & Kakigi, 2000) and finally to whole helmet systems (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Schellart, Trindade, Verbunt, Reits, & Spekreijse, 2000; Uusitalo, Jousmaki, & Hari, 1997; Uusitalo, Virsu, Salenius, Nasanen, & Hari, 1997) . These studies were mostly addressed to cortical source localization of activity elicited by various types of motion. With the various MEG machines and stimulus arrangements sources were found in V1/V2, V3/V3A, MT/V5, MT+ and pSTS (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 1996; Bundo et al., 2000; Kawakami et al., 2000; Uusitalo, Jousmaki, et al., 1997; Uusitalo, Virsu, et al., 1997) . A source close to or in V5 was always established, but the other areas were more incidentally mentioned and their activity seem to be stimulus dependent. Brain imaging techniques as fMRI, PET and SPECT were applied as well to reveal the brain areas in motion processing (fMRI for example Chawla, Phillips, Buechel, Edwards, & Friston, 1998; ffytche, Howseman, Edwards, Sandeman, & Zeki, 2000; Howard, Brammer, Wright, Woodruff, & Bullmore, 1996; Smith, Greenlee, Singh, Kraemer, & Hennig, 1998; Watson et al., 1993; PET: Dupont, Orban, De Bruyn, Verbruggen, & Mortelmans, 1994; Howard et al., 1996; Shulman, Schwarz, Miezin, & Petersen, 1998; Watson et al., 1993; SPECT: Hollants-Gilhuijs et al., 2000) . In all these studies V5 was established as an active area. Furthermore V1/V2 was often reported. V3(A), although found less frequently, was also considered as an area involved in motion processing.
Comparing the EEG studies with MEG and imaging studies (fMRI, PET and SPECT) area V3(A) appears to be missed in the EEG studies. This problem can possibly be tackled by applying whole-scalp EEG-MEG co-registration of cortical activity with a sufficient spatiotemporal resolution to establish separated sources in or near V1/V2, V3(A) and V5/MT. However, an active area found with an imaging technique can be missed with the EEG and MEG approach since these techniques are inappropriate to record (nearly) DC activity.
Despite the good spatial resolution of fMRI, PET and SPECT, these techniques cannot answer the question how the activity in the different brain areas is temporally and functionally related. This is due to the fact that the responses have a time constant of seconds. Therefore, the observed time course of the change in the metabolism of some brain structure is not related to the time course of the neurophysiological processing in this structure. For a temporal analysis, functional techniques with millisecond resolution, like EEG and MEG, are more appropriate.
The approach of co-registration of MEG and EEG
One of the reasons for using MEG in addition to EEG is the better spatial resolution of MEG compared to EEG. Under favourable circumstances, the accuracy of source localization for the superficial cortex is 2-3 mm (H€ a am€ a al€ a ainen, Hari, Ilmoniemi, Knuutila, & Lounasmaa, 1993) . EEG has a lower spatial resolution caused by large differences in conductivity of the intervening tissues (brain, cerebrospinal fluid, skull and scalp). A phantom study yielded a resolution of 3 and about 7.5 mm for MEG and EEG respectively (Leahy, Mosher, Spencer, Huang, & Lewine, 1998) . A visual MEG study showed an accuracy of 4-10 mm (Crouzeix, Yvert, Bertrand, & Pernier, 1999) and VEP studies 9-13 mm (Cuffin, Schomer, Ives, & Blume, 2001; Laarne, Tenhunen-Eskelinen, Hyttinen, & Eskola, 2000; Yvert, Bertrand, Thevenet, Echallier, & Pernier, 1997) . EEG source analysis of visual occipital activity is extra disadvantageous by the fact that the lower part of the visual cortex is close to the skull base and electrodes below the inion are generally absent (as in this study). The above resolutions indicate that sources located at about 10 mm from each other (for instance V1 and V2) can hardly be distinguished in one specific subject. A disadvantage of the MEG technique is that a sensor only measures the tangential vector of a current in a spherical conductor (Sarvas, 1987) .
It is generally accepted that within a time span of a few tens of milliseconds, positions and directions of sources can change. This may change the latency and strength of the MEG and EEG responses in a different way. Therefore, in many cases, the information obtained by multichannel EEG and MEG recordings are to some extent mutually supplementary, which is another reason to perform co-registration.
The motion-onset components
In evoked response literature, a response component is considered as a peak in the response of a particular channel or a group of neighbouring channels. In motion-VEP studies, two major response components to the motion-onset have been described: P1 with a latency of 110-135 ms and N2 at 150-170 ms, both recorded from the posterior part of the scalp. The former, a positivity, is attributed to local pattern processing (Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992; Kubov a a et al., 1995) . N2, a negativity, is thought to reflect motion processing (Bach & Ullrich, 1994; Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992; Schlykowa et al., 1993) . Recently N2 has been described as a component elicited by the start of the motion (Kubov a a et al., 1995) . In these studies, some basic characteristics of the motion-evoked response were investigated, but the number of electrodes was too small to construct complete activity maps and to perform equivalent-current-dipole (ECD) analyses was impossible. With our MEG-EEG machine with 64 electrodes and 151 gradiometers high-resolution spatio-temporal mapping and ECD modelling can be performed. With this approach we tackled the problem of unravelling the components of MEG-EEG responses elicited by the start of the motion of a centrally fixated moderate-angle checkerboard pattern. However, there is no one to one relation between a component and a source. More sources can underlie a single component and vice versa.
Since this investigation addresses the onset-components, the duration of motion was varied to show that P2 is a stop-elicited component.
Aims
The first aim of this study was to identify the response components in adult healthy subjects by performing multichannel MEG-EEG recordings with a standardized motion stimulus with low-contrast and moderate velocity, and to quantify and compare the spatio-temporal characteristics of the EEG and MEG components elicited by the motion-onset. Since motion-offset also elicits response components (Spekreijse et al., 1985) , the first offset-component (P2) had to be identified in order to separate the onset-components.
The second aim was to reveal the locations in the brain which give rise to the onset-components. This was performed by ECD analyses of the components with a (4-) sphere head model. The ECD analyses were performed separately for MEG and EEG data.
A direct consequence of using a standard stimulus was to adjust the choice of its contrast and velocity. It is well known that N2 (and N2m) is dependent on these parameters (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1997; G€ o opfert et al., 1991; G€ o opfert, M€ u uller, Breuer, & Greenlee, 1999; Kawakami et al., 2002; Korth, Rix, & Sembritzki, 2000; Kubov a a et al., 1995; Markwardt et al., 1988; Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999) . A subsidiary study (small number of subjects) about contrast and velocity was included. This was done to examine whether the chosen contrast and velocity of the standard stimulus were such that latencies and amplitudes were almost constant when contrast or velocity varied some tens of percent. This improves the reliability of across-subject results. By varying contrast and velocity it becomes also clear whether the various onset components behave in the same way.
This study shows that routinely performed qualitative and quantitative analysis of (a sequential series of) MEG and EEG maps and spherical ECD analysis with minimal foreknowledge enables the identification of response components and the location of their sources, even when the components show a substantial spatiotemporal overlap. We will show that the P1-N2 complex of VEP literature appears to comprise three components, denoted as P1, N2a and N2b, and that similarly three MEG (P1m, N2am and N2bm) components can be distinguished.
Methods

Subjects
Seventeen male and seven female healthy volunteers of 21-64 years old participated in the MEG-EEG experiments (four subjects in more than one session). All subjects had normal binocular vision. When needed, they were optically corrected. They had no history of neurological disorders, were free from medication and stimulating drugs. Tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were followed. Consent was obtained from the subjects after informing them about the aims of the study and the procedures of the experiment.
In order to avoid movement artefacts in the EEG and especially in the MEG recordings, the rear side and the vertex of the head made contact with the helmet of the MEG machine and in lateral direction the head was immobilized by foam-pieces. Moreover, the subjects kept their head as immobile as possible. The recording with the motion stimulus was generally one out of various recordings in sessions to study also other aspects of the visual system. The results of these other recordings (other stimulus paradigms) will be described elsewhere.
The subject, sitting on a comfortable chair, fixated binocularly upon a fixation spot placed centrally on a LCD screen. The subject could be watched on a monitor and could communicate via an intercom. Sessions were performed in a three-layer magnetically shielded room (Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau, Germany) with an ambient luminance of 3 lux.
Stimulation
Black-and-white checkerboards (7.6°· 5.7°visual angle) that moved from left-to-right were displayed on the LCD screen (refresh rate 60 Hz, mean brightness 42 cd/m 2 ) and were viewed at a distance of 160 cm. The LCD screen was a Sharp QD-101MM TFT screen modified in order to limit MEG artefacts. The standard conditions were as follows: a displacement of two checks, a contrast of 10%, a velocity of 23°/s and a check size of 57 0 . The central corner of the checks was centred on the fixation point. This large-check stimulus had a small number of contrast-border-lines and so suppressed both the earliest motion related components (peaklatency <100 ms; see ffytche et al., 2000 for references) and the contrast related components. Low-contrast (10%) stimuli were used to further prevent contamination of the response by contrast and luminance induced components (Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992) . The periodically presented motion, lasting 83 ms, was alternated with 600 ms intervals, during which the pattern was not moving. During the intervals, the standing pattern had always the same spatial phase since the total displacement was two checks. The duration of 83 ms comprised five screen-refresh cycles, producing five overlapping images (each cycle 60% overlap). With the low contrast, the five images were perceived as a smooth motion. The periods of 83 and 600 ms were chosen in order to avoid motion adaptation (Bach & Ullrich, 1994; Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992) and to restrict recording time in order to prevent fatigue.
The influence of contrast upon the responses was studied by changing the contrast from 1.25% to 40%. By varying the duration of the motion (1-6 checks of 45.7 0 ) start-related and stop-related components could be separated. The duration of the motion was varied by changing the excursion of the motion up to six whole checks of 45.7 0 . With this check size, exactly 10 checks filled the width of the screen. With the constant velocity of 23°/s and an excursion of an integral number of checks, the spatial phase of the pattern at the start and at the cessation of motion was the same or 180°opposite. Checks of 45.7 0 were also used to study the influence of velocity (range 3°/s-35°/s). Further, motion with increasing and decreasing velocity was applied (range 3°/s-46°/s).
Data acquisition and averaging
A whole head MEG machine was used (Omega 151 Adjustable, CTF Systems Inc., Vancouver, B.C., Canada) with 151 sensors, which were uniformly distributed in the helmet with a mean spacing of 31 mm. These sensors were first order axial gradiometers with coil diameters of 20 mm and a baseline of 50 mm. In addition, reference sensors (9 magnetometers and 20 gradiometers) were used for noise cancellation by means of a second order software gradient (Vrba, 1996) . EEG was simultaneously recorded with a MEG-compatible 72-electrode cap (EC-1B, Lectron Engn., Helsinki, Finland) with 64 connected electrodes. In general, the analysis was based upon 58-64 electrodes, since in various sessions some EEG derivations showed artefacts. The reference electrode was positioned at the right ear lobe and the common ground electrode was placed 10 mm left of AF4-F2. All electrodes were of the Ag-AgCl type (impedance <10 kX) and arranged in an array according to the 10-10 system (Virtanen, Rinne, Ilmoniemi, & N€ a a€ a at€ a anen, 1996). After cleaning the skin with NaCl contact paste, the electrodes were filled with EC2 paste (Astro-Med GmbH, Rodgau, Germany).
Each recording (run) lasted 250 s. The signals were band-pass filtered between 0.5 Hz (first order high-pass) and 40 Hz (fourth order low-pass) and sampled at a rate of 125 Hz. The low-pass filtering introduced a pseudolatency of 13 ms in the band 0.5-20 Hz, which contains nearly all power of the response. LCD screens have slow phosphors. Therefore, the increase and decrease of the brightness of the screen pixels until the adjusted brightness have a large delay and consequently the peaklatencies of the components need to be corrected. With a photo-diode attached to the screen, measurements of the brightness of the standard motion stimulus indicated a correction of 20 ms. We also compared peak-latencies measured with the LCD screen and a computer screen with a fast phosphor. The responses appeared to be the same expect for a latency shift of nearly 20 ms. This confirmed the 20-ms delay for the LCD screen. Together with the pseudo-latency of the filter, the peak-latencies of the components were corrected by 33 ms. Latencies of all components were determined as peak-latencies.
To localize the position and orientation of the head in the MEG helmet, localization coils were at both preauricular impressions and at the nasion. Before each run the MEG machine measured the position of the localization coils. Control experiments showed that after the run the net displacement of the head was small (generally <3 mm). This hardly affected the maps and ECD modelling.
Averaging
Off line, the raw recordings were digitally, phase-free filtered with a first order high-pass filter at 0.5 Hz and a first order low-pass filter at 40 Hz. The filtered signal was screened automatically for artefacts (eye blinks, neck-muscle activity and head movements). When, during a stimulus period, one of the channels (mostly EEG) contained an artefact, this period was rejected in all channels. The adjustable artefact rejection levels were mostly (depending on alpha activity) 1800 fT and 100 lV. The response was determined in a time interval from )72 to 728 ms. The responses were averaged 300 times, yielding the averaged response AV. In addition to AV, the plus-minus reference (AV±) (Regan, 1989) was determined for each channel to obtain an estimate of the noise level. Rejection of a channel was based on a deviating AV and/or AV± (e.g. unrealistic noisy, strongly deviating from neighbouring channels).
To reveal the response components in AV, the RMS value (SD) of AV± was calculated for each channel separately, yielding SD± of the respective channel. When for channel k at time t the ratio jAV k ðtÞ=SD AE j (this is the signal to noise ratio, SNR) is larger than 2.5, then this amplitude of AV of channel k at time t was considered to be significant (P % 0:01). The significant amplitudes of all channels at each sample time t were separately averaged for positive and negative values of AV, yielding for all time samples RAV þ and RAV À (upper two traces of Fig. 1a and c for EEG and MEG respectively; RAV À inverted). The RAV signals together with butterfly figures (the AV signals of all channels superimposed; lower trace in Fig. 1a and c) were used as a first step to reveal the components in the response.
Mapping
For the construction of the circular (2D-topographic) maps, the electrode positions were measured with the MEG machine relative to the three head localization coils (Munck de, Verbunt, Ent van't, & Dijk van, 2001 ). The best fitting (minimum square error) sphere through the 64 electrodes was calculated and next the electrodes were projected on the sphere. The y-axis (left negative) is the line through sphere-origin, parallel to the line connecting both ear localization coils. The z-axis is the line through sphere-origin perpendicular to the plane through the three localization coils. In the orthogonal x, y, z system, the positive x-axis points to the nasion (to meet conventional signs of 2D-axes). The vertex is defined as the intersection of the negative z-axis (upward) and the sphere. This sphere-vertex (latitude ¼ 0°) is about 8°occipital of the anatomical vertex. The grand average of the sphere radius is 88.3 ± 0.7 mm (n ¼ 16, the subjects with useful ECD analyses of N2b(m)). Values in mm are based on this sphere radius. To compare the results between subjects the head-radius was normalized.
The 2D-topographic EEG map is a polar projection of the sphere with the vertex as origin or pole. The modulus of any point in the map is the length of the cord between sphere-vertex and latitude (h) on the sphere. The azimuth of the sphere and of the map is the same. With this method of mapping, any surface on the sphere has the same area when projected upon the map, although its shape is more or less distorted. To visualize the electrodes in the map, the electrode positions on the sphere were projected in the map. The visualization of the EEG map was limited to an outer circle of 94°. The MEG map (outer circle 113°) was constructed in the same way as the EEG map. To visualize the sensor positions, these positions were projected on the sphere and then projected in the MEG map. The maps included (mostly) all electrodes or sensors.
All MEG and EEG maps were constructed by spatially filtering the AV values of the channels with the first 36 3-D spherical harmonics (Legendre polynomials). Examples of maps are given in Fig. 1b and d. 
Identification and quantification of response components
The series of maps with 8 ms resolution and the RAV signals (see Section 2.4) were used to identify the MEG and EEG response components. The identification procedure was first performed for the EEG responses of the subjects with the highest SNRs used in a preliminary study (Schellart et al., 2000) and based on VEP literature (e.g. Kubov a a et al., 1995; Spekreijse et al., 1985) . Although identification of EEG components is based on map extremes rather than the extremes of a particular EEG channel, the naming refers to the current literature (components P1 and N2). The MEG components were identified on the basis of a match in time with the EEG components (latencies within 24 ms).
The position of an identified component is given in Cartesian coordinates. These coordinates x 0 and y 0 have the same directions as the x and y axes as in the sphere, respectively.
In the EEG maps, in general, one polarity of a component was strongly dominant. Then the conjugate opposite polarity is supposed to be at the lower side of the head. Therefore, mostly the dominant positive or negative area in the map characterized an EEG component. Each component was quantitatively characterized by the latency, i.e. the time sample for which one of the maps shows the highest amplitude, and the position with the coordinates ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ of its extreme. In case of a left and right negativity (as often holds for N2b) the mean amplitude of the two negativities together was determined for all time samples. The resulting extreme defined the latency so that amplitudes and positions were known in the two hemispheres.
Since with MEG only tangential components are recorded, both polarities of the motion-elicited components are (almost always) present with comparable amplitudes (60% of the cases have an absolute amplitude ratio in between 0.5 p 2 and p 2). Both polarities together are considered to represent a dipole field. The amplitude at some time sample of both extremes of the dipole field is combined to a single amplitude defined as 0:5ðA þ À A À Þ. A þ and A À are the strengths of the positive and negative extremes in the map. The time sample for which the map shows the highest amplitude yielded the amplitude at the latency of this MEG component. With a left and right dipole field, the mean amplitude (as with the EEG) was determined. Often, left and right of the midline, a dipole field was found with two sub-fields of opposite polarity mirrored close around the midline. Since these sub-fields partly cancel each other, the positions of their maximums have a lateral bias. Therefore, the positions of the field maximums were not determined.
ECD analysis
EEG modelling of identified components was based on a 4-sphere head model described earlier (Munck de, 1988 (Munck de, , 1989 Munck de, Dijk van, & Spekreijse, 1988; Munck de & Peters, 1993) and MEG modelling on a homogeneous sphere (Sarvas, 1987) . Both approaches were based on the minimum square error method and were implemented in a fast (seconds) algorithm for 64 channels running under DOS on a PC. The location of the ECDs was restricted to a maximal and minimal distance of the sphere centre of 0.85 and 0.0001 radiuses respectively. No other restrictions were defined. The model had relative sphere radii of scalp, outer skull, inner skull and brain of 1.00, 0.92, 0.88 and 0.85 respectively. Relative radial conductivities were 1.000, 0.004, 3.000 and 1.000 respectively and the relative tangential conductivities were the same except for the skull, being 0.04.
ECD analysis of an identified MEG or EEG component with a basically bilateral symmetric map was performed for two ECDs, each with its own time function. In the literature, procedures for multiple pairs of symmetric ECD analyses have been reported (e.g. Gunji, Kakigi, & Hoshiyama, 2000) . Generally, they require spatio-temporally well-separated components and a priori knowledge of the global position of their sources. Our N2a(m) and N2b(m) components appear to have considerable spatio-temporal overlap (see Section 3). Therefore, we restricted the analysis to one component at a time by using only two ECDs, one left and one right, with a small time window (generally 24-48 ms). In this way it was attempted to separate N2a(m) from N2b(m). Although generally at each time more than one pair of sources may be active, in such a small time window only one pair is supposed to dominate the response.
A 2-ECD analysis of a bilateral magnetic or potential field resulting in a substantially asymmetric ECD pair (connecting line between both ECDs in top view have an angle <45°with the midline) was rejected as a useful solution. The solution was also rejected when the amplitude ratio between the two ECDs was >5. The same was done with solutions with a remaining error larger than 15%, a quadrupole-like configuration, or one or both ECDs in a physiological unrealistic brain area.
Symmetric modelling with two ECDs (symmetric position, mirrored direction, coherent, equal-amplitude) resulted in a significant lateral bias with a large remaining error compared to modelling with all ECD parameters free. Therefore, symmetric modelling was not applied for localization but only applied to determine the start values of the ECD analysis.
Localizations of ECDs are dependent on the start values of the dipole(s). Determination of the start values was as follows. With a homogeneous 1-ECD analysis, a start value of x ¼ À0:1, y ¼ 0:1 and z ¼ À0:3 (in head radius), chosen from a set of some ten examined positions, worked most satisfactory. The resulting localization was used as start value with the y's bilateral symmetric in a free 2-ECD analysis for the MEG, yielding the final ECDs. For the EEG, the resulting localization of the homogeneous 1-ECD analysis was used as the start value of a 1-ECD analysis in the 4-sphere model. The then resulting localization was used as start value with the y's bilateral symmetric in a free EEG 2-ECD analysis. Components with solutions not fulfilling the above criteria were examined again with start values obtained with symmetrically moving (8 ms intervals) ECDs. When the analysis was again not successful, the positions of the grand-average ECDs of the successful solutions were used as start values. Occasionally, this gave acceptable solutions.
Since the algorithm of the analysis allowed at most 64 channels, the 64 channels with the highest amplitudes were selected. In general, all or nearly all of them were located at the back of the head.
Statistics
Mean values are accompanied by SE values (m ± SE), unless the standard deviation is explicitly mentioned (m ± SD). Confidence intervals of the mean are 95% intervals (t-distribution). To test a difference in 2D-position, first the difference in position of all individual data was determined. This gives a 2D-difference plot. Then the orthogonal regression line through the origin (zero difference) was calculated. (Orthogonal regression since the values of both variables are estimates.) The points of the difference-plot and the origin were projected perpendicular on the regression line. Then a t-test was applied to resulting points on the regression line (zerohypothesis: the points are at both sides of the projection of the origin).
Results
Response components and map characteristics
The standard stimulus elicited two strong, long-lasting periods of activity. In the EEG, the first one around 160 ms is predominantly negative, and the second one at about 270 ms is predominantly positive. Fig. 1 presents for one of the subjects the RAV signals, butterfly figures and maps, all for EEG (top) and MEG (bottom). The strong negativity (EEG) and positivity can easily be seen in the RAV À and RAV þ respectively. The components directly preceding the negative complex have latencies of about 60 and 100 ms. The first one, with the low-luminance low-contrast stimulus, is very small and not examined. The second one has an occipital or parietal positivity (grand mean amplitude 2.2 lV), lying around the midline of the map. However, in most subjects (2/3rd) this component is absent. We label it P1. Its grand-average position with x 0 ¼ À60°AE 5°is depicted in Fig. 2 by the centre of the cross (), for which the bars indicate the 95% confidence limits (see Section 2.7). Table  1 gives the grand averages of the latency and amplitude of P1 resulting from the map analyses (and the same information for N2a, N2b and P2). In the MEG map, a (mostly) parietal component matching P1 in latency (P1m) has a dipole field typically around the midline though this component is absent in 1/3rd of subjects.
The early part of the large negativity ()2.3 lV) in the EEG map at about 140 ms is located fronto-centrally. Mostly (15 subjects) it comprises a negativity, N2a À , with often one extreme in the map. Four subjects showed bilaterally map extremes and two a spatial distribution indicating two extremes. The mean positions are located near FC1 and FC2 (both hemispheres averaged jy 0 j ¼ 14°AE 5°, x 0 ¼ 18°AE 4°, n ¼ 22) and indicated in Fig. 2 (n) . In most cases both parts of N2a À are thought to overlap more or less completely. N2a
À is nearly always accompanied by an occipital positivity (N2a þ ), which is mostly less extended, but stronger (3.1 lV) than P1. The positive maximum (N2a þ ) lies close to the midline (h in Fig. 2 ), is found more occipital than P1and is located near Oz ðx 0 ¼ À74°AE 2°Þ. Latencies of N2a À and N2a þ are the same (Table 1) . N2a is followed after about 35 ms by a large and strong negative ()4.1 lV) parietal component, N2b (Fig. 1b) , with mostly (67%) extremes in both hemispheres (m in Fig. 2 ). The component N2 described in the literature (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1994 Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992 ; Kubov a a, Kuba, Hubacek, & V ı ıt, 1990; Kubov a a et al., 1995) shows strong similarities with N2a and N2b. In Section 4 we will argue that N2 is often a mixture of N2a À and N2b. N2b is sometimes accompanied by a small midline positivity near Iz, which however is much smaller in amplitude and extension than N2a þ . The evolution of the maps shows that it is the ''tail'' of N2a þ . The grand average of the position showing both a left and right part of N2b ðx 0 ¼ À26°AE 5°; jy 0 j ¼ 28°AE 7°Þ, plotted in Fig. 2 , is about medio-occipital of CP3 and CP4.
The most dominant MEG complex in the RAV signals was found at about 150 ms. It is a long-lasting activity (%60 ms), which coincides in time with N2a and N2b (Fig. 1c) . The RAV signals showed a large peak, preceded or followed by a shoulder (RAV À in Fig. 1c ) or sometimes a second peak. The first and second part of this complex, N2am and N2bm respectively, had a matched latency difference of 16 ± 4 ms (m ± SE). On the basis of butterfly figures (an example is depicted in Fig.  1c ) it was concluded that, at the latency of the shoulder in RAV À , other channels showed extremes. This indicates that the MEG responses in the time window of N2 comprised two components. However, the topographies of N2am and N2bm were rather similar, with a parietotemporal dipole field in both cerebral hemispheres (Fig.  1d) . In 22 subjects, occipital activity was observed in the second half of the time-window of N2. Five subjects showed a single dipole field around the midline. Since the bilateral dipole field is considered to be the main feature of N2bm, these five subjects lacked N2bm and they were removed from grand-mean statistics.
In 22 subjects, occipital MEG activity was observed in the first half of the time window of N2. In four of them, only one dipole field was observed, which was around the midline. So, in these subjects N2am seemed to be missing. Fourteen subjects showed a bilateral dipole field around the midline. In the four remaining subjects there was a single dipole field predominantly in one hemisphere, which was considered to be N2am. The fields of N2am are located more medial than those of N2bm. For all subjects showing a bilateral N2am as well as a bilateral N2bm, the paired 2D-difference in map location between N2am and N2bm was 13°± 2.7°(P < 0:001, n ¼ 20; map-position of the dipole field was defined as the mean position of the positive and negative part).
The topography of P1m, the component matched in time to P1, showed a variable topography. Generally, there is a weak dipole field around the midline. The amplitudes of N2am and N2bm have amplitudes about twice as large as that of P1m.
After about 70 ms, a long-lasting strong positive complex typically follows the N2b component in the EEG (see top-trace in Fig. 1a) . Generally, it comprises two or three positive components. The first one, P2, has a latency of about 240 ms and is often composed of a separate parietal and/or fronto-central part. Components with longer latencies fall outside the scope of this paper.
After N2bm, a number of mostly smaller components can be distinguished. Component P2m was most often the next largest component after N2bm. It corresponded in time to P2. It has a single parietal dipole field around the midline or a bilateral dipole field. Below, it will be shown that P2(m) is not start-elicited.
Characteristics of the components investigated by varying stimulus parameters
Duration of motion (n ¼ 4)
The start or stop-related nature of the components was investigated by varying the duration of the motion from 66 to 200 ms leaving the velocity of the motion constant (see Section 2). It was found that for both MEG and EEG the latencies of P2(m) increased by the same amount as the increase in duration, but the latency of N2a(m) and N2b(m) did not change. Fig. 3a gives the results for one of the subjects and Fig. 3b the results of three other subjects. In Fig. 3b , the latency of P2 is diminished by the duration of the stimulus and by the remaining mean latency of each subject. The results for MEG and EEG are plotted versus the duration. The data points scatter around zero, and non-systematically deviate 7.6 ± 6.0 ms (n ¼ 22) from zero ms. For large durations, small inconsistent components can arise between N2b(m) and P2(m).
Influence of contrast (n ¼ 3)
The three subjects examined showed a latency decrease of N2b(m) and N2a(m) when contrast was increased from 1.25% to 40%. The decrease of the latency of N2b(m) was smaller than that of N2a(m). The latencies of N2b(m) and N2a(m) were almost constant above 2.5% and 10% contrast respectively. As an example, Fig. 4a shows the results for one of the three subjects. The amplitudes first increased up to 2.5%-5% contrast and then saturated. The three subjects showed a N2b(m) at all contrasts, but two subjects did not show a N2a(m) at the lowest contrasts. The amplitude change of the MEG and EEG components appeared to be different. In general, however, the amplitude versus contrast plots and latency versus contrast plots are almost entirely horizontal above 10% contrast.
Influence of velocity (n ¼ 4)
The dependency of velocity was studied in a range from 3°/s to 35°/s. Taken MEG and EEG together, the latencies of the two N2(m) components diminished about 15 ms from 3°/s to 20°/s (Fig. 4b) . Near 20°/s Difference between latency and duration of the motion of P2(m). After subtraction of the duration from the peak latency, the data of a single subject (MEG and EEG separately) obtained for the various durations (3 or 5) were averaged. Next, the average was subtracted from the difference to obtain the deviation from 0 ms. Closed symbols MEG and open symbols EEG. Each subject (n ¼ 3) is indicated by a different symbol. (nearly the standard velocity), the latencies were almost independent of velocity. The amplitude of N2a(m) (rectangles) increased with velocity, but that of N2bm peaked near 20°/s and N2b appears to be independent of velocity. In a previous VEP motion study (random dots) on N150 (Nakamura & Ohtsuka, 1999) , an asymptotic behaviour of the latency and an increase of the amplitude were found similar to the influence of velocity on N2a.
The observed differences in behaviour of the amplitudes of N2a(m) and N2b(m) induced an experiment with the velocity increasing or decreasing after the start of the motion. With decreasing velocity from the start to the cessation of the motion (linear from 46°/s to 3°/s during 400 ms), the amplitude and latency of N2b(m) were about the same as with the standard stimulus. Increasing velocity is hypothesized to elicit smaller amplitudes and larger latencies since the motion gradually evolve. Subjectively it appeared hard to indicate the start of the motion with increasing velocity (linear from 3°/s to 46°/s during 400 ms). N2b(m) became smaller in amplitude and its latency was 44 ms longer. The amplitude ratio's of increasing/decreasing velocity of N2am and N2bm were the same (%0.70). The EEG components N2a and N2b have a ratio of 0.52 and 0.83 respectively (n ¼ 3).
Spherical ECD modelling
ECDs of N2bm
Since the bilateral fields of N2bm are the strongest of the whole response and since they overlap with those of N2am, first the analysis of N2bm will be presented. Bilateral ECD analysis of N2bm was performed successfully for 14 subjects with bilateral dipole fields (residual error 8.0% ± 1.0%). In the 2-ECD analysis, the five subjects with a single dipole field at the latency of N2bm showed locations close to the midplane, strongly deviating from the bilateral ECD positions of the above 14 subjects. Three subjects showed a bilateral dipole field but their ECD analysis resulted in one ECD too close (<0.1 head radius) to the midplane, a reason to reject them from the across-subject ECD statistics. Analysis of N2bm of the 14 subjects with only one ECD was inadequate (mean residual error 46%). Fig. 5a gives the rear view of the sphere projection of the pooled left and right ECDs, indicated by open and closed symbols respectively. Fig. 5b presents the ECD pairs of N2bm in top view projection of the sphere. Each pair of dipoles for an individual subject is connected by a dotted line. It was examined whether the ECDs of a pair are symmetrically arranged with respect to the midsagittal plane. A regression analysis of the left and the right yposition resulted in a coefficient of correlation of r ¼ 0:58 ðP ¼ 0:03Þ and in the x-direction and z-direction r is 0.50 ðP % 0:05Þ and 0.52 ðP % 0:05Þ respectively. This indicates that the positions are rather well mirrored. In the lateral direction, the two ECDs were separated by 65 ± 6 mm. Fig. 5 shows a large across-subject variability of N2bm. The large variability in location was also illustrated by the largest inter-subject 3D-position difference found, which amounted to 51 mm. The variability of the ECD direction related to the mean direction was 24°± 12°. The variability in strength was large with a range from 0.18 to 1.18 nA m and a coefficient of variation (CV ¼ SD/m) of 0.55. Fig. 6a and c present the grand-average ECD pair of N2bm in top-view and rearview projection, indicated by the two vectors (thin lines). Their positions, strengths and directions were obtained by averaging these parameters separately. The length of the bars of the crosses indicates the 95% confidence limits of the average positions along the three axes. For N2bm these limits could be described by an oblate (z-axis) ellipsoid with a mean (3 axes) diameter of 11 mm. The mean distance of the ECDs (left and right positions averaged) to the scalp surface was 28 ± 3 mm. The projection of the position from the sphere centre upon the scalp was 10 mm occipital and 5 mm medial of PO7/8. The direction of the two ECDs appeared to be more or less mirrored around the midsaggital plane.
ECDs of N2b
On the basis of the bilateral map of N2b and the ECD analysis of N2bm, N2b was analysed with two ECDs. The grand averages of 12 subjects (residual error 4.9% ± 0.5%) are presented in Fig. 6a and c (thick lines) . The inter-subject variability in horizontal location was similar to that of the MEG ECDs but along the z-axis the variability in location is larger (Fig. 6c) . A lacking conjugated potential field of opposite polarity probably caused this. The relative variability in strength was the same as that of N2bm (CV ¼ 0.54), and the variability in direction is nearly twice larger (43°± 26°). (A probable reason for the latter is the fact that EEG-ECDs also comprised a radial component.) In the lateral direction, both dipoles were separated by 89 ± 6 mm, and their position is rather symmetric along the y-axis (paired ttest, P > 0:70). In other directions, no differences were found. The mean position is 21 ± 6 mm below the scalp surface and its projection at the scalp was 5 mm lateral and 2 mm frontal of PO7/8. The ECD positions of N2b appear to be located more temporal and possibly more superficial than those of N2bm (paired 3-D differences, P < 0:02). The latency of the ECDs of N2bm was 15 ± 4 ms shorter (paired t-test, P < 0:01, n ¼ 12) than that of N2b, which agrees with the difference of Table 1 (12 ± 4 ms) based upon the component analyses.
ECDs of N2a(m) and P1(m)
Modelling N2am with bilateral ECDs was performed successfully for 12 subjects (residual error 10.8% ± 1.4%). As with N2bm, analysis with only one ECD was inadequate (residual error 49%). In the lateral direction, the two ECDs of N2am were separated by 42 ± 5 mm. The mean position of N2am is 26 ± 4 mm below the scalp surface and its projection at the scalp was 4 mm lateral of O1/2. Compared to the ECDs of N2bm, the ECDs of N2am (depicted in Fig. 6b and d) were on average closer together and were located 4.8 ± 1.9 mm more inferior (paired t-test in y-z plane, P < 0:002). To visualize the difference in position, N2bm is indicated by the closed squares of Fig. 6b and d . Occasionally, a 2-ECD analysis was performed for each time sample of a large time window to examine the change in position. It was found that the two ECDs moved outward, approximately from the source position of N2am to that of N2bm.
In line with the 2-ECD analysis of N2am and since the map of N2a À can be bilateral, N2a was analysed with two ECDs. Only eight subjects (six the same as subjects for N2am) could be successfully used for modelling N2a, a number too small to generate extensive quantitative data. Fig. 6b and d also presents this pair of ECDs. In the lateral direction, the two ECDs were separated by 38 ± 5 mm. They were equal in strength, located symmetrically and 26 mm closer to the midline than N2b. As with the MEG components, for several subjects, a 2-ECD analysis was performed for each time sample of a large time window to examine the change of position. Whereas the MEG-ECDs moved outward gradually in the time series, the EEG-ECDs stayed close to the midplane and then jumped in 8 or 16 ms to a more lateral position.
In three subjects, P1m could be modelled successfully with two ECDs. These dipoles tended to be located higher and closer to the midplane than those of N2am. Due to a poor SNRs, P1 could not be modelled successfully with two ECDs. Single-ECD analysis yielded a location close to the midplane, as was also suggested by the EEG map. 
Influence of contrast and velocity
ECD analyses of N2a(m) and N2b(m) were performed to investigate the influence of contrast (range 1.25%-40%, n ¼ 3) on source location. The results of these analyses could not reveal a relationship between contrast strength and source location. For the subject with the largest contrast series the residual error of the localization was 6.7% ± 0.5% (n ¼ 8, 5 different contrasts). The SD value of the localizations, averaged over three axes, was 2.7 mm. The mean distance between any two solutions was 5.9 ± 0.4 mm. When the responses of the same subject obtained from several sessions were modelled, the same variability (5.9 ± 1.3 mm) was found. (This value gives a rough indication about the reliability of the ECD analysis.)
Similarly, the ECDs were calculated for velocities from 3°/s to 35°/s. It was found that the ECD positions did not change systematically as a function of velocity.
Discussion
Distinction of the start-related components
The results show that the periodic start-stop motion of a low-contrast pattern with a moderate field size of about 7°and alternated with the stationary pattern elicits a large number of components. In their sequence of appearance they are as follows: a short latency component; P1(m); N2a(m); N2b(m); P2(m) with two sub-components (EEG); and then various other components. Since N2a À and N2a þ are coinciding in time, they are supposed to be elicited by the same source. From the experiments with long periods of the duration of the motion it appeared that N2b(m) is followed by other onset components with latencies longer than that of P2 upon the standard stimulus. However, these components were small and their occurrence is inconsistent. In the response to the standard stimulus they were overwhelmed by the offset components. These small components were excluded from investigation. Hence, we focussed on P1(m), N2a(m) and N2b(m). The results show that P1 is different in latency, amplitude (Table 1 ) and topography (Fig. 2 ) from N2a þ , and the same holds for P1m with respect to N2am. The most obvious difference between P1 and N2a þ is the more frontal location of P1 (P < 0:01, Fig. 2) . In an earlier study with three occipital electrodes, two positive peaks (the second one sometimes as a shoulder) at about 100 ms preceded the occipital negativity (Kubov a a et al., 1995) . However, these two peaks were not very consistent (as we found too), and with only three derivations it is hard to decide which one is actually P1. In another paper with motion-onset stimuli, P1 and N2a þ were distinguished within a positive complex (P100-P130) (Bach & Ullrich, 1997) . On the basis of our EEG maps, we conclude that the first positive peak belongs to P1 and the second one to N2a þ . N2a comprises also a negative part, whereas mostly N2b only shows a large, often-bilobed negativity (Figs.  1b and 2 ). Literature always describes the occurrence of one negativity to moving checkerboards (e.g. Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992; Kubov a a et al., 1995; Spekreijse et al., 1985) . In some papers (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1997 , lead left occipital versus right ear) N2a can by distinguished as a shoulder in the negative peak of N2b. When investigated with few channels, such that electrodes in the fronto-parietal region were not involved (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Kubov a a et al., 1995; Spekreijse et al., 1985) , and when the reference is too close to Cz (e.g. Spekreijse et al., 1985) , the existence of these two components can be missed. We think that this is the reason why N2a and N2b have not been described earlier as two separate components. So, in our view, the N2 described in the literature (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1994 Kuba & Kubov a a, 1992; Kubov a a et al., 1990; Kubov a a et al., 1995; Schlykowa et al., 1993; Spekreijse et al., 1985) with its latency close to that of N2a and N2b is a mixture of N2a À and N2b. Generally, in this mixture N2b dominates due to the electrode configuration and/or the choice of the reference. Resuming, the above observations and considerations indicate that in the motiononset VEP the two positive peaks around 100 ms together with N2 actually comprise three spatio-temporally partly overlapping components, a small P1, and the two major components N2a and N2b.
Latency and topographic differences between N2am and N2bm were smaller than between N2a À and N2b. But despite their generally overlapping time course and topography, these differences were significant (see Section 3). More differences between both components were noticed. The latencies of N2a(m) and N2b(m) decrease with contrast (Fig. 4a) , an effect in line with earlier VEP experiments with N2 (Bach & Ullrich, 1997; G€ o opfert et al., 1991; Kubov a a et al., 1995) . However, the latency of N2am is more contrast dependent than that of N2bm and two of the three subjects examined did not show a N2a(m) for the lowest contrasts. Also a difference in dependency of velocity between the amplitudes of N2a(m) and N2b(m) and between the amplitudes of N2a and N2b with increasing and decreasing speed was found. Resuming, the data on stimulus dependency support the conclusion that N2a(m) and N2b(m) are different components. They also show that the choice of contrast and velocity of the standard stimulus was optimal for our aims.
The results of the experiments by changing the duration of the motion, showing a linear change with the duration of the motion (Fig. 3) , indicates that the latency of P2 with respect to the cessation of the motion is independent of the duration. This confirms an earlier result (Spekreijse et al., 1985) . P2 is a large positivity extending from AFz to POz (Fig. 1b) . Since in the latter study Fz was used as reference, P2 was recorded as a negative component. Our MEG latencies of P2m as function of duration were similar as those of P2. We conclude that P2(m) is a cessation-related component.
Because the latency of N2b(m) is not dependent on the duration of motion (Fig. 3) and is only weakly dependent on velocity and contrast (Fig. 4) , we conclude that N2b(m) reflects the activity of a neuronal structure which detects specifically the start of motion. This startof-motion nature confirms earlier VEP studies (e.g. Bach & Ullrich, 1997; Kubov a a et al., 1995) . This conclusion is strengthened by the results of the experiments with decreasing and increasing velocity. Based on the results of the contrast experiments, we can conclude that N2a(m) is a relatively contrast-dependent component, which is also related to the start of motion.
Central object motion always introduces some optokynetic nystagmus, also when the subject tries to suppress that by accurate fixating at a spot on the screen. Control experiments were performed without a fixation spot and with subjects making pursuits in the direction of the motion. Both types of control experiments gave basically the same maps and latencies for N2a(m) and N2b(m) as found with the standard stimulus. Therefore, it is concluded that at least the onset components have no obvious interference with OKN activity.
Evaluation of the 2-ECD analyses
Our ECD localizations vary substantially across subjects. The large across-subject variability is a phenomenon often found in ECD localization studies (e.g. Bundo et al., 2000; Patzwahl, Elbert, Zanker, & Atenm€ u uller, 1996; Uusitalo, Jousmaki, et al., 1997; Uusitalo, Virsu, et al., 1997) . Differences in location between 10 and 20 mm are quite common. The acrosssubject variability is not surprising, since physiological and especially anatomical differences between subjects can contribute substantially to differences in map and ECD characteristics. MEG and fMRI data related to MRI images have showed that differences in location of functional visual areas and landmarks (e.g. sulci) can amount up to about 25 mm (e.g. Aine et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1996; Bundo et al., 2000; Tootell et al., 1997) .
The topography and the ECD(s) analyses of P1(m) suggests that the source of P1(m) can be located close to or in V1(/2). This is in accordance with earlier indications of VEP studies (Ahlfors et al., 1999; ffytche et al., 2000; Hollants-Gilhuijs et al., 2000) . Although various fMRI studies (Tootell et al., 1998) and PET studies (McKeefry, Watson, Frackowiak, Fong, & Zeki, 1997; Shulman et al., 1998) found activity in V1(/2), their support for our localization is poor since any visual stimulus evokes activity in V1(/2).
In the x-y plane, the ECDs of N2a and N2b differ substantially and significantly in position (28 ± 3 mm, P < 0:001) and probably also in direction (Fig. 6 ). This indicates that these components are generated in different brain structures. For N2am and N2bm the differences are smaller (Fig. 6b) , although still significant in (3D-) location (13 ± 3.4 mm; P < 0:001 paired). Taken the MEG and EEG ECDs together, the 3D-difference in position is 21 ± 4 mm. The small difference in direction of the ECDs of N2am and N2bm is not surprising since in the MEG only the tangential component of the activity is measured. We suppose that the smaller difference in position between the ECDs of N2am and N2bm is due to the strong spatio-temporal overlap of N2am and N2bm. This is obvious from the positions of the magnetic fields in the maps and the smooth transition of the locations of the diametrically moving ECDs of the ECD pair. Therefore, we surmise that the ECD position of N2am is laterally biased and the N2bm ECD position medially biased. Despite this, as shown, the ECD positions of N2am and N2bm differ. The positions of the ECDs indicate that the sources of N2a and N2am are located more lateral than the walls of the calcarine fissure.
Probably, N2a and N2am arise from the same source. The ECD locations of N2am and N2a match well suggesting identical sources. We found that the y-coordinates of N2a and N2am were 19 and 21 mm respectively. This is close to the 22-23 mm found for fMRI-active areas with the position of V3/V3A (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Chawla et al., 1998; Keefry, Watson, Frackowiak, & Zeki, 1997; Hasnain, Fox, & Woldorff, 1998) , but 12 mm more medial than in two other MEG studies (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Bundo et al., 2000) . Also other imaging studies, with fMRI and PET studies (Shulman et al., 1998; Tootell et al., 1997) , showed activity in V3/V3A. Therefore N2a(m) is supposed to be generated by V3/ V3A, possibly by the more medial and inferior (small zcoordinate) part.
The small mismatch in lateral direction between the ECD locations of N2bm and N2b is not surprising. Arguments are the mentioned medially biased positions of N2bm and possibly the shorter latency of N2bm (paired t-test, P < 0:02). There is no obvious reason for the difference in position in the vertical direction. The topography and the position of the ECDs of N2b(m), taken into account the supposed medial bias of N2bm, supports a temporo-occipital origin. The source of N2bm is located 32 mm from the midsaggital plane, close to the 31 mm found in a MEG apparent motion study (Uusitalo, Jousmaki, et al., 1997; Uusitalo, Virsu, et al., 1997 , calculated from its Fig. 3 ) and the 34 mm of a study with moving gratings (Anderson et al., 1996) , but smaller than the 47 mm found with contracting and expanding rings (Ahlfors et al., 1999) . For N2b 44 mm was found, more lateral than the about 30 mm of a VEP study with coherent motion of random dots (Probst et al., 1993 , calculated from its Fig. 4) . In the latter analysis the source of N2a and N2b are probably mixed up. With fRMI studies, a y-coordinate (the x-Talairach coordinate) of 42 mm (range 40-42 mm) was found (Ahlfors et al., 1999; Chawla et al., 1998; Hasnain et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998; Watson et al., 1993) and with PET 41 mm (range 34-46 mm) was observed (Dupont et al., 1994; Keefry et al., 1997; Shulman et al., 1998; Watson et al., 1993) . These results together with data of anatomical (e.g. Tootell & Taylor, 1995) and SPECT (Hollants-Gilhuijs et al., 2000) studies make it highly probable that the underlying source of N2b(m) is close to or in V5/MT. In an fMRI study it has been shown that the signal of MT to motion is already saturated at a contrast of 1.6% . This is in line with our results of N2b(m). The estimated depth from the scalp of the sources of both components is about 24 mm, a distance that prevents to conclude whether the source is in a gyrus (the occipital gyrus) or at a sulcus.
The basic assumption of our 2-ECD analysis is that in a small time window only one pair of sources dominates the activity. The combined spatio-temporal evaluation of the MEG and EEG maps and the realistic results of the modelling, also in the light of the literature, justify this assumption. However, it cannot be concluded that the source of N2a(m) provides the input for the source of N2b(m).
On the basis of the above considerations it is concluded that our analysis shows that there are three and not two start-related components, in sequence of occurrence P1(m), N2a(m) and N2b(m) with the source of P1(m) close to the midplane, N2b(m) temporo-occipital and, as a novel result (for the EEG), N2a(m) in between.
Relevance of the MEG-EEG co-registration and final conclusion
One of the aims of this study was to compare MEG and EEG response components including their ECD analysis. In addition to consistencies between both approaches we also found differences that are difficult to explain. This raises the question whether the sources of the MEG and EEG components are really identical in all cases.
An obvious point of consideration is the question whether the MEG analysis really adds extra information to the EEG analysis. In our opinion, for studies like the present one, both MEG and EEG mapping are necessary for a reliable identification of the components due to the enormous inter-individual differences. An advantage of the MEG is that a MEG-ECD analysis can be performed in more subjects resulting in realistic locations than an EEG-ECD analysis. This is probably due to the higher extremes of the components referred to the plus-minus averages of the MEG compared to those of the EEG (1.7 times) and a less complicated model (1-sphere versus 4-sphere model).
Besides these considerations, we conclude that a combined approach of accurate quantification of MEG and EEG maps and performing spherical modelling with two bilateral ECDs, can distinguish components, which show considerable spatio-temporal overlap.
